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Diffractive Deep Inelastic Scattering: motivation

 The success of Soft Color Interaction (SCI) model (Edin, Ingelman, Rathsman’97)

• Soft interactions among the final state partons and proton remnants 
(=> proton color field) at small momentum transfers < 1 GeV

• Hard pQCD part (small distances) is not affected by soft interactions (large distances)

• Single parameter - probability for soft colour-anticolour (gluon) exchange

• Single model describing all final states: both diffractive and nondiffractive
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Diffractive DIS at HERA: Final State Interactions in the dipole picture

Hard scale

Leading contribution 
provided by quark dipole

Hard part
(small distances)

Soft part – color-screening (octet) 
multigluon rescattering

(large distances)
Working domain of interest:

Basic variables:

Invariant mass of X system and c.m.s energy



Quark dipole contribution: kinematics and the hard pQCD part

 Leading in the small invariant mass limit

The hard QCD factorization scale = quark virtuality!

Energy and transverse momentum of a quark:

Dressing up of the quarks by soft (collinear) 
gluon emissions

leads to a constituent quark mass parameter



Unintegrated gluon density Off-diagonal UGDF

In the impact parameter space

Gaussian Ansatz

Soft hardronic scale – transverse proton radius

Diffractive slope



QCD factorization scheme

to the impact parameter representation 

factorisation
of the b-dependence

 The total amplitude loop integration + cutting rules

 Hard part
Factorization condition in the impact parameter space



Soft gluon “exponentiation”

 Soft gluon exchanges generate only the phase shifts – to be resummed to all orders!

etc …
Fourier transform 

Soft gluon rescattering amplitude 

Inspired by Brodsky et al, PRD65, 114025 (2002)



Gluonic dipole contribution: basic ideas 

 Leading in the large invariant mass or the large factorization scale limit

Leading contribution to invariant mass is provided by soft (z’<<z) gluon emission from
the Altarelli-Parisi splitting of the active gluon:

Ordering of the transverse momenta leads to the ordering
between impact parameters



Diffractive structure function: general results

Data are given in terms of the reduced  cross section

Quark dipole contribution:

Amplitudes:

Gluonic dipole contribution:



Diffractive structure function: high Q^2



Diffractive structure function: low Q^2

Spoiled by poorly 
known PDFs at 

small xP and mu^2



Major uncertainties are from PDFs at small x



Major uncertainties are from PDFs at small x



Major uncertainties are from PDFs at small x



Summary

 We constructed the QCD based model for the soft gluon rescattering.

 The model works basically well and leads to a good description of the 
HERA data on the diffractive structure function in almost all bins in 
photon virtuality and invariant mass of the final hadronic system.

 At lower xP and Q^2 the uncertainties in conventional parton densities become 
significant, and some improvement of the data description is still needed.


